
Information structure and discourse markers in Upper Tanana Athabascan 
Although anecdotal evidence suggests that discourse markers play a large role in structuring Athabascan 
discourse, there are to date few systematic studies in this large language family. Leaving aside general 
studies on discourse structure as well as grammatical descriptions, discourse markers are directly tackled 
only in Lovick (2010) for Dena’ina. Recent work on information structure in four Alaskan Athabascan 
languages (Ahtna, Dena’ina, Lower Tanana, and Upper Tanana) by Lovick and Tuttle (2013) suggests 
that in these languages, information structure is not merely cued by word order and prosody, but also by 
discourse markers. The present paper will investigate the contribution of three discourse markers to the 
structure of Upper Tanana narrative discourse. 
Upper Tanana is an Athabascan language spoken by 50–90 speakers in eastern interior Alaska and the 
western yukon Territory. While it is severely endangered, several text collections of the language exist 
(Tyone 1996, David 2011) and documentation work is on-going. There is thus a large corpus of texts that 
can be mined for the function of the three discourse markers du’, ch’a ~ ch’ale, and t’eey.  
Preliminary analysis suggests that du’ marks contrastive topics, which is similar to Dena’ina =hdi (Lovick 
2010:178-182). In (1) and (2) below, du’ follows a constituent that is given (topical) but contrasts with 
preceding material. Ch’a~ch’ale appears to mark discourse-new material. It thus occurs very frequently in 
wh-questions and answers to wh-questions, as illustrated in (1): 
(1) David (2011:84) 
 And  diits!!     “Dii  ch’a  hiiyeh’"y?” 
 and REFL.POSS.grandmother what NEW they.mess.with 
 ‘And her grandmother [said]: “What are they playing with?”’ 
 Ts’exeh gaay  du’:  “Dee#  gaay  ch’ale  hiiyeh’"y!” 
 girl  CT crane small NEW they.mess.with 
 ‘The girl [said]: “They are playing with a baby crane!”’ 
The most elusive of the three discourse markers considered here seems is t’eey. (Kari 1991) glosses it as 
‘really’ or ‘much’, which is appropriate for a number of occurrences of t’eey, but not so much for the 
example given in (2) below. Speakers will gloss t’eey as ‘really’ or ‘even’. 
(2) Egg gathering, told by Avis Sam (August 22, 2007) 
 Stsayy’  ok  k’it t’eey meh  tadhiht$$. 
 my.canoe whirlpool on FOC with.it I.paddled 
 ‘I paddled my canoe into a whirlpool.’ 
Examples such as (2) suggest that t’eey is a focus particle not unlike English even, which meshes with the 
speakers’ intution (see e.g. (Katz and Selkirk 2011):781) and is also compatible with Kari’s (1991) gloss. 
In this presentation, I present further evidence for my analysis of du’, ch’a, and t’eey and show how they 
contribute to the overall marking of information structure. 
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